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Summary
Going far beyond the capabilities of traditional digital color printers, the OKI C931e and C941e is a
multimedia production platforms. It boasts a series of production-quality A3 (12x18”) color devices and
innovative features that will revolutionize the office and commercial printing industries. These new products
go far beyond the capabilities of traditional digital color printers, adding game-changing media handling that
includes transparent media, magnets, banners and heavyweight cardstock.
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Multimedia
When it comes to variety, size and thickness of media, the C941e and C931e greatly extends the OKI
heritage of media support. They easily handle 360 gsm (16pt /130lb cover) extra-thick card stock, polyester,
magnetic media. Sizes range from 3" x 5" index cards up to 13” x 18” from the feed trays, and to 13” x 52”
banners from the Multi-Purpose Tray (MPT).
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Platform
This is not an office copier. C9 series printers have a printer-based engine, driven by an aggressive effort to
create a rugged and affordable device. These presses feature short-run capacities, short-run speed, and
deliver stunning output across the widest range of media. And by adding the optional EFI XF Server or
Harlequin MultiRIP 10 for enhanced color management and simplified workflows, the C9 series is a
formidable, professional device.
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Affordability
With C9 series MSRP prices starting from $6,099 (C931e) and $22,199 (C941e) these high-quality digital
presses are a value for most budgets. When printing with a C9 series machine, your high-quality 4-color
jobs will cost on average approximately .0667 per 8.5” x 11” sheet based on industry average ISO coverage
of 20%. With this consideration, an 11” x 17” will cost .1334 and a 13” x 52” banner approximately .45.
Because of smaller sheet sizes and lighter coverage, applications like envelopes and letter will cost on
average around .035 each.
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Profitability
With the ability to print high-quality short-run color, competitively priced 8.5” x 11” and 11” x 17” flyers,
letterhead, envelopes, narrow banners, etc. can provide margins to your business in excess of 80%. Often
you can pay for your machine with as little as four 250 pc runs a month. Now you never have to turn away a
short-run color job and you can double your investment returns in as little as eight new jobs per month.
Also keep in mind, every time you prevent a customer from going elsewhere, you also retain a customer for
future business.
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Specifications (C931e & C941e)
• Print speed up to 50 ppm Color and Mono
• True 1200 x 1200 dpi resolution
• High-capacity toner: up to 38,000 pages
• Prints on a wide range of media, including envelopes, magnetic media, polyester, transparent film, and
heavy stock up to 360 gsm
• Handles 3" x 5" cards to 52" banners
• Supports tabloid extra (12" x 18") and Super-B (13" x 19")
• (2-sided printing) standard
• Easy front access to toner cartridges and image drums
• High-resolution color LCD display panel with alphanumeric keypad
• Paper capacity expandable to 2,950 sheets
• Optional external RIP: EFI® XF Server or Harlequin® MultiRIP™ 10
• 2 GB memory, 1 Gigabit network and duplex
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Unique Advantages

Benefits

• Straight paper path
• LED imaging technology
• Auto calibration and density registration
• Wide media substrate flexibility
• High resolution imaging
• Compact design
• Environmentally friendly

• Less jams in device
• More reliable imaging / better quality
• Color integrity
• Consistent color throughout
• Wider product offering to customers
• Environmentally friendly
• Retain valuable floor space
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Maintenance and Contract Free
These machines are pretty much maintenance-free, and there are no contracts or “click charges” to contend
with. All consumables are operator replaceable, and please reference the “consumables” price list to the
right of this page for component pricing. With this printer, you have toner, image drums, fusers, transfer
belts, and that is pretty much it!
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OKI C9 Series Enhancements
• LED Printhead Advantages require no moving parts, lower fuser temperature, no mirrors to provide
increased print time, productivity, print volumes, smaller dot sizes and greater print quality
• “New” Intermediate Transfer Belt (ITB) for improved image registration and quality, wider print media,
better toner transfer across a wider range of media types, and extended yield
• “New” Image Drum Design for better image quality, quieter operation, and longer image drum life
• “New” Fuser Design for increased productivity, improved fusing, flatter printed media for better offline
finishing, and expanded media flexibility including envelope printing.
• “New” Spot Color Feature (C941 only) 5th Imaging Station to support spot color toner.
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C941 Supports 5th Color (Spot Color) White or Clear Gloss
•
•
•
•
•









Prints with CMYK plus White or Clear toner
5th Imaging Station to support spot color toner (C941 only)
White or Clear/Gloss toner can be added to documents in addition to CMYK
Change between white and clear toner in as little as 2 minutes
Spot Color Installation Kit Required for White and Clear
 Kit includes Toner, Image Drum, and Toner Supply Duct
 One kit required for each white and clear
 After initial kit is purchased, image drums and toner is consumed and replaced like any other color.
Kits include limited yield drums and toner, so for any production requirements, it is recommended
that additional supplies be purchased.
Max Engine Print Speed when using Spot Color
 CMYK + White: (44.5 PPM)
 CMYK + Clear: (16 PPM)
Applications for White Toner
 Production printing using color paper –Invitations, envelopes, etc.
 POP/Signage printing on transparent film, cling film
 Mock-up creation and design of packaging materials
Apply White Toner First or Last
 Use white text and graphics on dark-colored media. Make 4-color images on dark media stand out
by laying down White toner first and printing CMYK on top—the same technique used for producing
vibrant 4-color images on translucent media or transparency film.
Applications for Clear Toner
 Production Printing: catalogs, manuals, and photo books
 Mock-up creation and design review (proofing)
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Why Chose OKI?
OKI offers one of the best warranties in the business with 2-years (C931e) and 1-year (C941e) on-site and 5years Digital LED Printheads. On-site warranty does not cover travel charges. Consult your sales professional
for additional details.
OKI is a direct OEM manufacturer. When you own “OKI,” you are dealing direct with the manufacturer. OKI
printers, like other manufacturer’s products in this class, are marked under numerous third-party brands. In
addition to no third-party pricing markups which can exceed 20%, support is direct. Why pay a higher price
for lessor support? As the owner of an “OKI” branded digital press, you can go direct to OKI for free support,
24/7 and 365 days a year. There is absolutely no middle-man.
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Why Choose Print & Finishing Solutions (PFS)?
PFS is a well-established local print sales and support vendor. We have local technicians covering all of
California, Arizona, and Nevada. With local service and over $1m in inventory to support you, why would
you go anywhere else? If you outgrow your OKI digital solution one day, PFS has larger solutions for every
application. Have a bindery and finishing requirement? This is where PFS got started back in the early
1990’s. We are your source for print and finishing solutions in the 21st century. Call us today at (800) 3985283, or visit one of our showrooms located in Orange County, CA and Phoenix, AZ.
Want two more reasons to choose PFS as your “Business Partner?” Volume pricing and security! We
understand that your purchase price and consumables cost has a lot to do with your industry
competitiveness, so we have the very best pricing, guaranteed! Please contact us today! We have the
machines and supplies in local inventory, professionals to support you, and volume pricing to back it all up.
We will not be undersold and we will be here for you for the long-run. PFS has made a major investment in
facilities, people, training, and inventory. We have a solid balance sheets, $2m LOC, and we want to be your
valued vender and business partner!
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Additional Resources
Please review our resources: “Sales Literature,” “Video,” “Technical,” and “Resources.” You should find
everything you need to help aid in your selection and take advantage its full capabilities. For more
information, please contact your PFS Equipment Consultant today about an OKI digital print solution:
http://www.printfs.com/contactus/index.html
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Disclaimer of Content
All or most of the above is written internally at Print & Finishing Solutions (PFS) utilizing many resources. Some of our resources are the opinions of
industry professionals, some are published and subject to change, etc. This is our best attempt to organize key aspects of the mentioned machinery
to help you make the proper decisions for your business’s long-term success. If any aspect of the above is critical to your decision making process,
please ask your PFS equipment consultant to document in writing as part of your purchase contract.
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